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Federation of Aviation Sports of Russia and Federation of Helicopter Sport of Russia nominate Mrs. Galina SHPIGOVSKAYA for rewarding with FAI Gold Rotorcraft Medal in 2014.

Galina Shpigovskaya was born in Russia, Moscow, date of birth 16.03.1953. She started to fly helicopters in 1974. She has 3500 flying hours in her log-book and experience on Mil-1 and Mil-2 helicopters. Galina during more than 20 years worked as a pilot-instructor in Central Aero Club named by Tschkalov.

Galina went in for helicopter sport in 1974 in 1979 she became the member of the National Helicopter Team and since then, during more than 34 years, she defends the flag of her country - first USSR and then Russia - in World and International Helicopter competitions. Together with her crew Ljubov Gubar she participated in 7 World Helicopter Championships. They are many-times National Overall Champions in individual and team classification, World Champions, Prize-Winners in events and Ladies' Overall and have more than 100 different awards in helicopter competitions. Being the veteran of helicopter sport Galina is still an active pilot and together with Ljubov became an Overall Ladies' National Champions in 2013.
Now Galina works as a manager of Helicopter Sport of Russia and provides its interaction with the Ministry of Sports. When not in the sky Galina participates in judging competitions and is the member of FAI International Board of Judges in helicopter sport.

Galina Shpigovskaya is an Honoured Master of Sport of Russia. She has 2 sons and 2 granddaughters.

Galina is held in respect among colleagues and friends. She made a remarkable contribution to the development of the world helicopter sport.

The present Nomination is approved by the decision of the Presidium of FHS of Russia on 29th of November, 2013 and Presidium of FAS of Russia on 5th of December.
6th of December, 2013, Moscow
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